
"How can we best feed some ten billion people who will likely inhabit the Earth by the middle of the twenty-first century?" is the mighty question that Vaclav Smil addresses in this book (p. ix). This is not, as he points out, the same as asking how many people the earth can feed, an issue he considers "futile and counterproductive" (p. ix). So Smil sticks to something he regards as more meaningful and practical: "Can human ingenuity produce enough food to support healthy and vigorous life ... without irreparably damaging the integrity of the biosphere?" (p. x). Steering between cornucopian and catastrophist standpoints, he considers the complete food cycle, from planting to harvesting, wasting, processing, eating, and discarding. In the process he shows how we can make more effective use of resources by increasing farming efficiency, reducing waste, and transforming our diets.

Without a doubt this is both a major issue and a geographical one, situated as it is between humans and resources. It is a pressing issue because of population growth, the demand generated by rising disposable incomes, the dietary shift toward meat that this often implies, and the undesirable environmental changes brought about by agricultural extension and intensification. It is also an important issue because of the potential role of genetically modified organisms, a topic that has split the British royal family but that, curiously, Smil does not address.

The structure of the book is clear and logical. After setting the scene, Smil explores the potentially adverse effects of agriculture on environmental change. Then he examines whether higher cropping efficiencies can be obtained by increasing the effectiveness of fertilizer and water use. Food production from animals is subsequently discussed, as are several major advances that have taken place in recent decades. Moving on from production, Smil considers the questions of post-harvest food losses and such matters as the uncertainty of actual food intakes. He then moves on to ask how much food we need and what we should be eating for optimal health. He wraps the book up by investigating the complexity of these issues in China. This produces a final cheering and upbeat message:

There do not seem to be any insurmountable biophysical reasons why China should not continue feeding itself during the next two generations. ... A combination of well-proven economic and technical fixes, environmental protection measures, and dietary adjustments can extract enough additional food from China's agroecosystems to provide decent nutrition during the coming generations without a further weakening of the country's environmental foundations. (p. 315)

To deal with such a wide compass requires a certain sort of mind that is not given to all mortals. Smil assimilates and deploys a huge range of disparate material, explaining his thoughts with clarity and directness. He has a message and delivers it with panache. From time to time he wanders into dangerous territory, advocating the merits of human omnivory over vegetarianism and championing the virtues of the pig, but overall his is a balanced work that displays a high level of synthesis. The breadth of literature that he cites is extraordinary--how many of us regularly browse the Journal of Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation, the Paediatric Infectious Disease Journal, or the American Journal of Digestive Diseases? The end result is a book that one can enjoy and profit from, whatever one's disciplinary or subdisciplinary interests.

~~~~~~~~

By Andrew Goudie, University of Oxford
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Item: 3997311
The world's population recently surpassed six billion, up three billion in the last half-century alone and probably on its way to ten billion before stabilizing. An adequate diet is a necessary-if not sufficient-condition for civilized society. For decades, Cassandras have been forecasting a looming world shortage of food, and Smil asks whether the earth in fact can adequately feed ten billion people or more. Stay informed. Get the latest book reviews delivered bi-weekly. Sign Up. Email. Thank you for signing up. Stay tuned for the latest from Foreign Affairs. Get the Magazine. Save up to 55%. This book is for everyone as it alarms about industrial entities taking control of what we grow and what we eat. It attempts to clear myths, lies and fictions that are created by corporates to keep growing and selling chemical based food to us. A classic example to understand this issue has been explained through the very acclaimed Green Revolution in Punjab. An industry driven agricultural campaign which continues to deplete the natural soil fertility, aquifers and diversity of the region, exposing so high level of toxins that soon the region became the epicenter of cancer in the country. The Editorial Reviews. Review. "An extremely important and well-done book, produced by one of the few people in the world with the global and interdisciplinary professional breadth to write it."--Dennis T. Avery, Center for Global Food Issues, Hudson Institute. "Rich in facts, balanced in its analysis, and well-written, Smil's book is a welcome relief from the doomsday literature that has dominated the field for far too long."--Gerhard K. Heilig, Senior Research Scholar, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), Austria. While he concludes it is just possible to feed the projected world population over the next century, the fascination is in the details he presents elegantly. For instance - the loving movement for more work horses on farms. The world-building is so fully fleshed out and spine-tinglingly terrifying that it's almost as if George travelled to such a place, escaped from it, and then just wrote it all down. I read Fahrenheit 451 over ten years ago in my early teens. At the time, I remember really wanting to read 1984, although I never managed to get my hands on it. Books like The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls by Anissa Gray are definitely my cup of tea. Althea and Proctor Cochran had been pillars of their economically disadvantaged community for years â€“ with their local restaurant/small market and their charity drives. Until they are found guilty of fraud for stealing and keeping most of the money they raised and sent to jail.